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solutions that achieve both broad protection

ABSTRACT
Security has become a primary concern in
order to provide protected communication
between

mobile

nodes

in

a

hostile

environment. Unlike the wired networks, the
unique characteristics of mobile ad hoc
networks pose a number of nontrivial
challenges to security design, such as open
peer-to-peer network architecture, shared
wireless

medium,

stringent

resource

constraints, and highly dynamic network
topology. These challenges clearly make a
case

for

building

multifence

security

and desirable network performance. In this
article we focus on the fundamental security
problem of protecting the multihop network
connectivity between mobile nodes in a
MANET. We identify the security issues
related

to

this

problem,

discuss

the

challenges to security design, and review the
state-of-the-art

security

proposals

that

protect the MANET link- and network-layer
operations of delivering packets over the
multihop wireless channel. The complete
security solution should span both layers,
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security

components of prevention, detection, and

components of prevention, detection, and

reaction. In this research proposal, we will

reaction. Security has become a primary

propose a novel algorithm for security and

concern in order to provide protected

integrity in mobile adhoc networks.

and

encompass

all

three

communication between mobile nodes in a
hostile environment. Unlike the wired
networks, the unique characteristics of

INTRODUCTION

mobile ad hoc networks pose a number of

Mobile Ad-hoc Network [1] is defined as

nontrivial challenges to security design, such

the moving node rather than any fixed

as open peer-to-peer network architecture,

infrastructure, act as a mobile router. These

shared wireless medium, stringent resource

mobile routers are responsible for the

constraints, and highly dynamic network

network mobility. The history of mobile

topology. These challenges clearly make a

network begin after the invention of 802.11

case

security

or WiFi [2] they are mostly used for

solutions that achieve both broad protection

connecting among themselves and for

and desirable network performance. In this

connecting to the internet via any fixed

research work, we will focus on the

infrastructure. Vehicles like car, buses and

fundamental security problem of protecting

trains equipped with router acts as nested

the adhoc network connectivity between

Mobile Ad-hoc Network. Vehicles today

mobile nodes in a MANET. We will identify

consists many embedded devices like build

the security issues related to this problem,

in routers, electronic devices like Sensors

discuss the challenges to security design,

PDAs build in GPS, providing internet

and review the state-of-the-art security

connection to it gives, information and

proposals that protect the MANET link- and

infotainment to the users. These advances in

network-layer

delivering

MANET helps the vehicle to communicate

packets over the multihop wireless channel.

with each other, at the time of emergency

The complete security solution should span

like accident, or during climatic changes like

both layers, and encompass all three security

snow fall, and at the time of road block, this

for

building

multifence

operations

of
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information will be informed to the nearby

MANETs are a kind of Wireless ad hoc

vehicles. Nowadays technologies rising to

network

provide efficiency to MANET users like

networking environment on top of a Link

providing enough storage space, as we all

Layer ad hoc network.

know the cloud computing is the next
generation

computing

paradigm

many

researches are conducting experiments on
Mobile Ad-hoc Network to provide the
cloud service securely.

that

usually

has

a

routable

The growth of laptops and 802.11/Wi-Fi
wireless networking has made MANETs a
popular research topic since the mid-1990s.
Many academic papers evaluate protocols
and their abilities, assuming varying degrees

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a

of mobility within a bounded space, usually

self-configuring infrastructureless network

with all nodes within a few hops of each

of mobile devices connected by wireless. Ad

other. Different protocols are then evaluated

hoc is Latin and means "for this purpose".[1]

based on measures such as the packet drop

Each device in a MANET is free to move
independently in any direction, and will
therefore change its links to other devices

rate, the overhead introduced by the routing
protocol, end-to-end packet delays, network
throughput etc.

traffic

In recent years, the explosive growth of

unrelated to its own use, and therefore be a

mobile computing devices, which mainly

router. The primary challenge in building a

include laptops, personal digital assistants

MANET is equipping each device to

(PDAs) and handheld digital devices, has

continuously

impelled a revolutionary change in the

frequently.

Each

must

maintain

forward

the

information

required to properly route traffic. Such

computing world:

computing will

not

networks may operate by themselves or may

merely rely on the capability provided by

be connected to the larger Internet.

the personal computers, and the concept of
ubiquitous computing emerges and becomes
one of the research hotspots in the computer
science society [1]. In the ubiquitous
http://www.ijccr.com
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computing environment, individual users

situations,

utilize, at the same time, several electronic

participated

platforms through which they can access all

automatically form a wireless network,

the required information whenever and

therefore this kind of wireless network can

wherever they may be [2]. The nature of the

be viewed as mobile ad hoc network. The

ubiquitous computing has made it necessary

mobile ad hoc network has the following

to

the

typical features [4]: Unreliability of wireless

interconnection method: it is not possible for

links between nodes. Because of the limited

the ubiquitous devices to get wired network

energy supply for the wireless nodes and the

link whenever and wherever they need to

mobility of the nodes, the wireless links

connect with other ubiquitous devices. The

between mobile nodes in the ad hoc network

Mobile Ad Hoc Network is one of the

are not consistent for the communication

wireless networks that have attracted most

participants.

concentrations from many researchers. A

topology. Due to the continuous motion of

Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) is a

nodes, the topology of the mobile ad hoc

system of wireless mobile nodes that

network changes constantly: the nodes can

dynamically self-organize in arbitrary and

continuously move into and out of the radio

temporary network topologies. People and

range of the other nodes in the ad hoc

vehicles can thus be internetworked in areas

network, and the routing information will be

without

communication

changing all the time because of the

infrastructure or when the use of such

movement of the nodes. � Lack of

infrastructure requires wireless extension

incorporation

[3]. In the mobile ad hoc network, nodes can

statically

directly communicate with all the other

protocol not meant for ad hoc environments.

nodes within their radio ranges; whereas

Because the topology of the ad hoc networks

nodes that not in the direct communication

is changing constantly, it is necessary for

range

to

each pair of adjacent nodes to incorporate in

communicate with each other. In these two

the routing issue so as to prevent some kind

adopt

wireless

a

use

network

preexisting

intermediate

as

node(s)

all

the
in

�

of

nodes
the

that

communication

Constantly

security

configured

have

changing

features

wireless

in

routing
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of potential attacks that try to make use of

MANETS can be used for facilitating the

vulnerabilities in the statically configured

collection of sensor data for data mining for

routing protocol. Because of the features

a variety of applications such as air pollution

listed above, the mobile ad hoc networks are

monitoring

more prone to suffer from the malicious

architectures

behaviors

wired

applications.[2] It should be noted that a key

networks. Therefore, we need to pay more

characteristic of such applications is that

attention to the security issues in the mobile

nearby

ad hoc networks.

environmental feature typically register

than

the

traditional

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) are
used for communication among vehicles and
between vehicles and roadside equipment.
Internet based mobile ad hoc networks
(iMANETs) are ad hoc networks that link
mobile nodes and fixed Internet-gateway
nodes. In such type of networks normal
adhoc
directly.

routing

algorithms

Intelligent

don't

vehicular

apply

ad

hoc

networks (InVANETs) are a kind of
artificial intelligence that helps vehicles to
behave

in

intelligent

vehicle-to-vehicle

manners

collisions,

during

accidents,

drunken driving etc.

and
can

sensor

different

types

be

for

nodes

used

monitoring

of
such

an

similar values. This kind of data redundancy
due to the spatial correlation between sensor
observations inspires the techniques for innetwork data aggregation and mining. By
measuring the spatial correlation between
data sampled by different sensors, a wide
class of specialized algorithms can be
developed to develop more efficient spatial
data mining algorithms as well as more
efficient

routing

strategies.[3]

Also

researchers have developed performance
models[4][5] for MANET by applying
Queueing Theory.
SECURITY

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is an
ad-hoc network but an ad-hoc network is not
a MANET.
DATA MONITORING AND MINING

A lot of research has been done in the past
but the most significant contributions have
been the PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) and
http://www.ijccr.com
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trust based security. None of the protocols

Physical: Interference, Traffic Jamming,

have made a decent trade off between

Eavesdropping

security and performance. In an attempt to
enhance

security

in

MANETs

many

researchers have suggested and implemented
new improvements to the protocols and
some of them have suggested new protocols.

In case a mobile node wants to communicate
with another mobile node which is too far
from the source node, it should depend on
relay node as bridge to communicate with
destination. Relay node is nothing but
another mobile node. In this case there arises

ATTACK CLASSIFICATIONS
These attacks on MANETs challenge the
mobile infrastructure in which nodes can
join and leave easily with dynamics requests
without a static path of routing. Schematics

a

question

of

security.

Apart

from

authentication, reliability and acceptance it
should also aware of the address location
and packet traffic digression.

of various attacks as described by Al-Shakib

In this work we are going to concentrate on

Khan [1] on individual layer are as under:

the various issues that affect the ad-hoc

Application

Layer:

Malicious

code,

Repudiation
Transport

Layer:

Session

hijacking,

Grey Hole.
Link

Worm

Hole,

Withholding,

Link/MAC:

Many researches were done before to

Location

provide security to MANET [1] but none of
the protocol shines in providing security and

Malicious

Behavior,

Selfish Behavior, Active, Passive, Internal
External

(MANET) [1].

Link

disclosure etc.
Data

concentrating on enhancing security and
reliability to Mobile Ad-hoc Network

Network Layer: Sybil, Flooding, Black

Spoofing,

are going to concentrate on pros and cons of
Mobile networks protocols. We are also

Flooding

Hole,

networks security mechanism and also we

performance. There are many defects in the
Mobile framework; this may cause unknown
nodes to connect frequently without any
proper routing. In order to prevent other
http://www.ijccr.com
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nodes from trespassing we are going to

intelligence

concentrate on providing more security to

securing MANETs.

Mobile Ad-hoc network.

[3]

techniques

VULNERABILITIES

There were so many research areas in

OF

for

THE

MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKS

MANET [1] in that security is the major
concern among others.

Lack of Secure Boundaries

The scope of securing MANET [1] is

•

The meaning of this vulnerability is
self-evident: there is not such a clear

mentioned here

secure boundary in the mobile ad hoc
•

•

•

•

•

Securing MANETs [1] is great

network, which can be compared

challenge for many years due to the

with the clear line of defense in the

absence of proper infrastructure and

traditional

its open type of network.

vulnerability originates from the

wired

network.

This

in

nature of the mobile ad hoc network:

MANETs [1] are not effective in the

freedom to join, leave and move

challenging world with advancement

inside the network. In the wired

in technology.

network,

Many layers often prone to attacks

physical access to the network

man in middle attack or multilayer

medium, or even pass through

attack,

several lines of defense such as

Previous

security

so

measures

proposal

should

adversaries

must

get

concentrate on this layers.

firewall and gateway before they can

The proper intelligent approach [3]

perform malicious behavior to the

of securing MANETs [1] has not yet

targets [6]. However, in the mobile

discovered.

ad hoc network, there is no need for

In this project we are going to

an adversary to gain the physical

concentrate on applying bio inspired

access to visit the network: once the
adversary is in the radio range of any
other nodes in the mobile ad hoc
http://www.ijccr.com
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network, it can communicate with
those nodes in its radio range and

Threats from Compromised nodes

thus join the network automatically.

Inside the Network

As a result, the mobile ad hoc

•

In the previous subsection, we

network does not provide the so-

mainly discuss the vulnerability that

called secure boundary to protect the

there is no clear secure boundaries in

network

potentially

the mobile ad hoc network, which

dangerous network accesses. Lack of

may cause the occurrences of various

secure boundaries makes the mobile

link attacks. These link attacks place

ad hoc network susceptible to the

their emphasis on the links between

attacks. The mobile ad hoc network

the nodes, and try to perform some

suffers from all-weather attacks,

malicious

which can come from any node that

destruction to the links. However,

is in the radio range of any node in

there are some other attacks that aim

the network, at any time, and target

to gain the control over the nodes

to any other node(s) in the network.

themselves by some unrighteous

To make matters worse, there are

means and then use the compromised

various

from

link

some

to

make

that

can

nodes to execute further malicious

ad

hoc

actions. This vulnerability can be

network, which make it even harder

viewed as the threats that come from

for the nodes in the network to resist

the compromised nodes inside the

the attacks. The attacks mainly

network. Since mobile nodes are

include

eavesdropping,

autonomous units that can join or

active interfering, leakage of secret

leave the network with freedom, it is

information,

jeopardize

message

attacks

behaviors

the

mobile

passive

data

tampering,

hard for the nodes themselves to

replay,

message

work out some effective policies to

contamination, and denial of service

prevent

[4].

behaviors from all the nodes it

the

possible

malicious

http://www.ijccr.com
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communicate with because of the

problem in a more detailed manner.

behavioral

First

diversity of different

all,

the

absence

of

nodes. Furthermore, because of the

centralized management machinery

mobility of the ad hoc network, a

makes the detection of attacks a very

compromised node can frequently

difficult problem because it is not

change its attack target and perform

easy to monitor the traffic in a highly

malicious behavior to different node

dynamic and large scale ad hoc

in the network, thus it is very

network [7]. It is rather common in

difficult to track the malicious

the ad hoc network that benign

behavior

a

failures, such as path breakages,

compromised node especially in a

transmission impairments and packet

large

dropping,

performed

scale

ad

hoc

by

network.

happen

frequently.

Therefore, threats from compromised

Therefore, malicious failures will be

nodes inside the network are far

more difficult to detect, especially

more dangerous than the attacks

when adversaries change their attack

from outside the network, and these

pattern and their attack target in

attacks are much harder to detect

different periods of time. For each of

because

the

the victims, because it can only

compromised nodes, which behave

observe the failure that occurs in

well before they are compromised.

itself, this short-time observation

they

come

from

cannot

•

of

produce

a

convincing

Lack of Centralized Management

conclusion that the failure is caused

Facility

by an adversary. However, we can

Ad hoc networks do not have a

easily find from a system point of

centralized piece of management

view

machinery such as a name server,

performed such a large amount of

which lead to some vulnerable

misbehaviors that we can safely

problems. Now let us discuss this

conclude that all of the failures

that

the

adversary

has

http://www.ijccr.com
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caused by this adversary should be

infrastructure. Because there is no

malicious failure instead of benign

centralized

failure, though these failures occur in

decisionmaking in mobile ad hoc

different nodes at different time.

network is sometimes decentralized,

From this example we find that lack

the adversary can make use of this

of

vulnerability

centralized

machinery

management

will

cause

severe

attacks

authority,

and

that

and

perform

can

break

some
the

cooperative algorithm [6].

problems when we try to detect the
attacks in the ad hoc network.
Second,

lack

of

centralized

Vulnerabilities of the Mobile Ad

management machinery will impede
the trust management for the nodes

Hoc Networks: Summary
•

From the discussion in this section,

in the ad hoc network [4]. In mobile

we can safely conclude that the

ad hoc network, all the nodes are

mobile ad hoc network is insecure by

required to cooperate in the network

its nature: there is no such a clear

operation,

security

line of defense because of the

association (SA2) can be assumed

freedom for the nodes to join, leave

for all the network nodes. Thus, it is

and move inside the network; some

not practical to perform an a priori

of the nodes may be compromised by

classification, and as a result, the

the adversary and thus perform some

usual practice of establishing a line

malicious behaviors that are hard to

of

distinguishes

detect; lack of centralized machinery

nodes as trusted and nontrusted,

may cause some problems when

cannot be achieved here in the

there is a need to have such a

mobile ad hoc network. Third, some

centralized

algorithms in the mobile ad hoc

power supply can cause some selfish

network rely on the cooperative

problems;

participation of all nodes and the

changing scale of the network has set

defense,

while

which

no

coordinator;

and

restricted

continuously
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higher requirement to the scalability
of the protocols and services in the
mobile ad hoc network. As a result,

Security Criteria
•

Before we survey the solutions that

compared with the wired network,

can help secure the mobile ad hoc

the mobile ad hoc network will need

network, we think it necessary to

more robust security scheme to

find out how we can judge if a

ensure the security of it. In the next

mobile ad hoc network is secure or

section, we will survey several

not, or in other words, what should

security solutions that can provide

be covered in the security criteria for

some helps to improve the security

the mobile ad hoc network when we

environment in the ad hoc network.

want to inspect the security state of
the mobile ad hoc network. In the

•

Security Solutions to the Mobile

following, we briefly introduce the

Ad Hoc Networks

widely-used criteria to evaluate if the

We

have

discussed

mobile ad hoc network is secure.

several

vulnerabilities that potentially make
the mobile ad hoc networks insecure
in the previous section. However, it

Availability
•

The term Availability means that a

is far from our ultimate goal to

node should maintain its ability to

secure the mobile ad hoc network if

provide all the designed services

we

regardless of the security state of it

merely

know

the

existing

vulnerabilities in it. As a result, we

[4].

need to find some security solutions

challenged mainly during the denial-

to the mobile ad hoc network. In this

of-service attacks, in which all the

section, we survey some security

nodes in the network can be the

schemes that can be useful to protect

attack target and thus some selfish

the mobile ad hoc network from

nodes make some of the network

malicious behaviors.

services unavailable, such as the

This

security

criterion

is
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routing

protocol

or

the

maintain the confidentiality of some

key

confidential information, we need to

management service [5].

keep them secret from all entities
Integrity

that do not have the privilege to

Integrity guarantees the identity of

access them.

the

messages

transmitted.

when

they

are

Integrity

can

be

Authenticity

compromised mainly in two ways

Authenticity is essentially assurance

[9]:

that participants in communication

•

Malicious altering

are genuine and not impersonators

•

Accidental altering

[4].

It

is

necessary

for

the

communication participants to prove
A message can be removed, replayed

their identities as what they have

or revised by an adversary with

claimed using some techniques so as

malicious goal, which is regarded as

to ensure the authenticity. If there is

malicious altering; on the contrary, if

not

the message is lost or its content is

mechanism, the adversary could

changed due to some benign failures,

impersonate a benign node and thus

which may be transmission errors in

get access to confidential resources,

communication or hardware errors

or

such as hard disk failure, then it is

messages to disturb the normal

categorized as accidental altering.

network operations.

Confidentiality
•

Confidentiality means that certain

such

even

an

authentication

propagate

some

fake

Nonrepudiation
•

Nonrepudiation

ensures

that

the

information is only accessible to

sender and the receiver of a message

those who have been authorized to

cannot disavow that they have ever

access it. In other words, in order to

sent or received such a message.
http://www.ijccr.com
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This is useful especially when we
need to discriminate if a node with
some

abnormal

behavior

is

compromised or not: if a node
recognizes that the message it has
received is erroneous, it can then use
the incorrect message as an evidence
to notify other nodes that the node
sending out the improper message
should have been compromised.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Impact of Denial of Service Solutions on
Network Quality of Service, Scott Fowler
2013 - The Internet has become a universal
communication network tool. It has evolved
from a platform that supports best-effort
traffic to one that now carries different
traffic types including those involving
continuous media with Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements. As more services are
delivered

Authorization
•

an entity is issued a credential, which
the

privileges

and

permissions it has and cannot be
falsified, by the certificate authority.
Authorization is generally used to
assign different access rights to
different level of users. For instance,
we need to ensure that network
management
accessible

the

Internet,

we

face

increasing risk to their availability given that

Authorization is a process in which

specifies

over

function
by

the

is

only

network

administrator. Therefore there should
be an authorization process before
the network administrator accesses
the network management functions.

malicious attacks on those Internet services
continue to increase. Several networks have
witnessed Denial of Service (DoS) and
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks over the past few years which have
disrupted QoS of network services, thereby
violating the Service Level Agreement
(SLA) between the client and the Internet
Service Provider (ISP). Hence DoS or DDoS
attacks are major threats to network QoS. In
this paper we survey techniques and
solutions that have been deployed to thwart
DoS and DDoS attacks and we evaluate
them in terms of their impact on network
QoS for Internet services. We also present
vulnerabilities that can be exploited for QoS
http://www.ijccr.com
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protocols and also affect QoS if exploited. In

multicast routing in mobile ad hoc networks.

addition, we also highlight challenges that

Apart from the existing constraints such as

still need to be addressed to achieve end-to-

distance, delay and bandwidth, the algorithm

end QoS with recently proposed DoS/DDoS

calculates one more additional constraint in

solutions.

the cost metric which is the product of

An Improved Ant Colony Otimization
(IACO) Based Multicasting in MANET,
Deepender Dhull, Swati Dhull : A Mobile
Ad hoc Network (MANET) is one of the
challenging environments for multicast.
Since the associated overhead is more, the
existing studies illustrate that tree-based and
mesh-based on-demand protocols are not the
best choice. The costs of the tree under
multiple constraints are reduced by the
several algorithms which are based on the
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) approach.
The traffic-engineering multicast problem is
treated as a single-purpose problem with
several constraints with the help of these
algorithms. The main disadvantage of this
approach is the need of a predefined upper
bound that can isolate good trees from the
final solution. In order to solve the traffic
engineering

multicast

problem

which

optimizes many objectives simultaneously
this study offers a design on Ant Based
Multicast Routing (AMR) algorithm for

average-delay and the maximum depth of
the multicast tree. Moreover it also attempts
to reduce the combined cost metric. By
reducing the number of group members that
participate in the construction of the
multicast

structure

and

by

providing

robustness

to

mobility

by

performing

broadcasts

in

densely

clustered

local

regions, the proposed protocol achieves
packet delivery statistics that are comparable
to that with a pure multicast protocol but
with significantly lower overheads. By this
protocol

we

achieve

increased

Packet

Delivery Fraction (PDF) with reduced
overhead and routing load. By simulation
results, it is clear that our proposed
algorithm

surpasses

all

the

previous

algorithms by developing multicast trees
with different sizes.

Wen-Hwa Liao (2011) - in the Paper entitled
“Ant colony optimization based sensor
deployment protocol for Adhoc Networks,’’
http://www.ijccr.com
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proposed an Sensor deployment is one of the

proposed an In-network data aggregation is

most important issues in wireless sensor

an important technique in Adhoc Networks.

networks, because an efficient deployment

It improves the security and alleviates

scheme can reduce the deployment cost and

congestive routing traffic by eliminating

enhance the detection capability of the

data

wireless sensor networks. In addition, it can

processes. Ant-colony aggregation is a

enhance the quality of monitoring in

distributed algorithm that provides an

wireless sensor networks by increasing the

intrinsic way of exploring search space to

coverage area. Ant colony optimization

optimize

(ACO) algorithm provides a natural and

aggregation. This thesis aims to refine the

intrinsic way of exploration of search space

heuristic function and the aggregation node

for multiple knapsack problem (MKP). This

selection

work consider the problem of sensor

efficiency and extend network lifetime.

deployment to achieve complete coverage of
the service region and maximize the lifetime
of the network. This work model the
deployment

method

for

to

passing

optimal

data

maximize energy

OBJECTIVES
•

The main objective of the research

ACO

existing systems mainly on the

algorithm, this paper proposed a deployment

network layer to prevent the attacks

scheme to prolong the network lifetime,

etc.

Based

the

settings

message

work is providing security to the

problem.

as

in

multiple

knapsack

problem

redundancy

on

while ensuring complete coverage of the

•

service region. The simulations show that
the proposed algorithm can prolong the

To analyze the scope of multi layer
attacks.

•

lifetime of the network.

To analyze the needs of above
mentioned techniques in different
network layers especially in the

Xie, Meng (2011) in the Paper entitled “AntColony Optimization Based In-Network
Data Aggregation In Adhoc Networks, ’’

multi link layer.
•

To propose a unique technique for
different attacks.
http://www.ijccr.com
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•

•

Intelligent MANET proposal to deal
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